Abstract-With the high development of social networks, collaborations in a socialized web-based learning environment has become increasing important, which means people can learn through interactions and collaborations in communities across social networks. In this study, in order to support the enhanced collaborative learning, two important factors, user behavior patterns and user correlations, are taken into account to facilitate the information and knowledge sharing in a task-oriented learning process. Following a hierarchical graph model for enhanced collaborative learning within a task-oriented learning process, which describes relations of learning actions, activities, sub-tasks and tasks in communities, the learning action pattern and Goal-driven Learning Group, as well as their formal definitions and related algorithms, are introduced to extract and analyze users' learning behaviors in both personal and cooperative ways. In addition, a User Networking Model, which is used to represent the dynamical user relationships, is proposed to calculate user correlations in accordance with their interactions in a social community. Based on these, an integrated mechanism is developed to utilize both user behavior patterns and user correlations for the recommendation of individualized learning actions. The system architecture is described finally, and the experiment results are presented and discussed to demonstrate the practicability and usefulness of our methods.
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INTRODUCTION
W ITH the rapid development of emerging computing paradigms, such as ubiquitous computing, cloud computing, and social computing, we have been continuously experiencing a tremendous change in the web-based learning environment. Learning in a technology-enhanced e-learning system no longer means students always have to follow the defined instruction and assessment procedure to conduct the pre-planned curriculum within a fixed knowledge domain. Meanwhile, since more and more people have been increasingly accustomed to sharing feelings, experience, and knowledge through the online social networking with each other due to the popularity of ubiquitous devices and the high accessibility of communication systems, people no longer only learn from instructors or study by themselves, but can also learn more from the communications with others in a community.
Social learning, which indicates people can learn by observing the behavior of others and the outcomes of those behaviors [1] , focuses more on the learning collaborations that occurs within a social context [2] . That is, social learning puts more emphasis on learning through interactions and collaborations in a community or across a social network. Following this way, user behaviors, as well as the interactions with others, should be viewed as an important recourse to form the social knowledge in a rapid-changing social environment. Moreover, differing from the traditional e-learning paradigm, social learning, enhanced by these emerging technologies, can be more flexible to deal with the delivering and exchanging of the potential knowledge that is dynamically generated anytime and anywhere. Vassileva [3] pointed out the fundamental issue of social learning relies on the delivery of right information to appropriate social groups in favor of the stated perspectives. Rienties et al.'s work [4] indicates that both motivation and performance can be improved within the collaborative works in a learning process. Thus, in addition to the pre-defined instructions, the social knowledge, including the information behaviors along with users' learning experience, should be appropriately delivered to the suitable group of users, in order to pursue a more productive and cost-effective learning and education process for both students and instructors.
To cope with this situation, in this study, two important factors, user learning behaviors and their interactions, which are leveraged for discoveries of action patterns and user correlations, will be taken into account to better facilitate the learning collaborations in the web-based learning environment. In details, this paper makes following concentrations on:
A hierarchical model to describe the relations among learning actions, activities, sub-tasks and tasks in a user community for the task-oriented learning process. The learning behavior modeling which includes the learning action pattern (LA-Pattern) to discover and represent an individual user's learning behavior patterns extracted from sequences of learning actions, and the Goal-driven Learning Group to analyze and describe the similarities of learning behaviors among a group of users. A user networking model with a set of measures to graph and quantify users' relationships in accordance with their direct and indirect interactions in a collaborative learning process. An integrated mechanism for the goal-driven learning recommendation based on learning behavior and user correlation analysis. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We give a brief overview on the related issues and works in Section 2. The behavioral modeling, including the learning action pattern and Goal-driven Learning Group, is introduced and defined in Section 3. The structural analysis for user correlations according to the user networking model is described in Section 4. The integrated mechanism for individualized recommendation of learning actions is described in Section 5. The experiment analysis and evaluation on this work are discussed in Section 6. We conclude this study and give some promising perspectives on future works in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Three main issues related to this study are walked through in this section. That is, issues of user behavior modeling and pattern, analyses for user communities and relationships, and studies on collaborative leaning and task-oriented research are addressed respectively.
User Behavior Modeling and Pattern Analysis
The user behavior modeling, as well as the behavior pattern analysis, has been developed by more and more researchers these years [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . Razmerita [5] has proposed a generic ontology-based user modeling framework (OntobUMf) to model the user behaviors, and used it for the user classification, in order to enhance the personal knowledge management. Stolfo et al. [6] have used the Email Mining Toolkit (EMT) empowered with behavior-modeling techniques to compute behavior profiles of user email accounts, which can help detect the viral propagation problem. Chen et al. [7] proposed a data mining method to extract the user movement behavior patterns, in order to predict and recommend suitable services for users in a mobile service environment. Considering both user behaviors and collaborative filtering, Liu et al. [8] have proposed a semantic relatedness measure between words to retrieve related words and detect new word tasks, which can help enrich user experience and discover hidden information. Lee et al. [9] developed a non-supervised learning framework to discover the behavior patterns, in which a new cluster validity index was proposed for agglomerative iterative Bayesian fuzzy clustering, and the fuzzy-state Q-learning was proposed to learn the sequential actions. Yun and Chen [10] have proposed a model to mine mobile sequential patterns, in which both user moving patterns and purchase patterns have been taken into account, and they have further devised three algorithms (TJLS, TJPT, and TJPF) to determine the frequent sequential patterns in the mobile commerce environment. Munoz-Organero et al. [11] have utilized the behavior patterns to predict student motivation, which can further be used to predict the successful completion of an e-learning course, based on the analysis of relationships between the motivation and performance of 180 students who took an e-learning course deployed on a Moodle e-learning platform. Plantevit et al. [12] have presented a method to mine sequential patterns from multidimensional and multilevel databases, which took account of different dimensions and levels of granularity, in order to discover the regular specific patterns. Zhao and Ooi [13] proposed an access-pattern-driven distributed caching middleware named APRICOD, which gave more consideration on user interactions for media streaming applications.
User Community and Relationship Analysis
User relationship modeling and analysis, as well as their applications, have drawn a large body of researches in social media environment [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . Wilson et al. [14] have proposed the interaction graphs to quantify user interactions in Facebook, in order to answer the question: "Are social links valid indicators of real user interaction?" Lin et al. [15] proposed the MetaFac framework which utilized various social contexts and interactions for community structure extraction, to support the community discovery process. Based on the analysis of the correlation between social and topical features in online social networks such as Flickr, Last.fm, and aNobii, Aiello et al. [16] built a user similarity network to perform the prediction of friendships. Leskovec and Horvitz [17] have constructed a communication graph to examine characteristics and patterns based on the collective dynamics of 240 million users rather than the individual actions or characteristics. Aiello et al. [18] analyzed the social network in a social bookmarking system named Nobii, in order to investigate the interplay of profile similarity and link creation according to interest-based factors. In order to find the strong relationships automatically in social networks, Xiang et al. [19] have developed a latent variable model to infer the relationship strength, in which both profile similarity and interaction activity are taken into account to improve the strength estimation. Leroy et al. [20] proposed a so-called cold start link prediction method which could detect potential social graph by using group membership information obtained from Flickr.
Collaborative Learning and Task-Oriented Study
As for the collaborative learning aspect [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , Hamada [21] proposed an integrated webbased environment as a learning tool to support the active and collaborative learning, which can improve learners' motivation and performance for more knowledge and information seeking. Evidences in [22] revealed that the wiki-based collaboration system could prompt learners to share information and raise their interests in examining the discussion series. For the agent architecture design, Kumar and Rose [23] presented the Basilica, which adopted an object-oriented method to provide a capability for rich behavior expressions. Perera et al. [24] have utilized the clustering and sequential pattern mining methods to analyze the data generated from group working students, in order to support learning group skills in the context of a standard state-of-the-art tool. Boticki et al. [25] designed an architecture in which different contents or materials could be assigned to students to build the group, to support the content-independent collaborative mobile learning in a classroom. Papadimitriou et al. [26] developed an adaptive educational hypermedia system called MATHEMA, which provided users with the navigation support, in order to improve their performances through an interactive and constructivist environment.
Researchers have also considered more about the concept of task in their studies [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] . Benbunan-Fich et al. [27] developed a set of activitybased metrics for computer-based multitasking by measuring multitasking behaviors, which can be used to establish a conceptual and methodological foundation for further multitasking studies. Fetaji and Fetaji [28] used the task based learning model to develop and analyze a mobile software solution in order to enhance learning in the university environments. Ozawa et al. [29] have proposed an online learning algorithm, which can automatically detect task changes and transfer knowledge of previous tasks from one task to another, in order to solve the multitask pattern recognition problems. BenbunanFich et al. [30] have conceptualized the multitasking and developed a series of different metrics to investigate computer-based multitasking behavior, which can provide a conceptual and methodological way to better understand users' multitasking behaviors. Mairal et al. [31] proposed a task-driven framework for dictionary learning formulation, which can adapt to various tasks rather than only adapting to data reconstruction, in order to solve a few of issues, such as regression and classification. In order to facilitate the identification and detection of users' off-task behaviors, Cetintas et al. [32] proposed a machine learning model to analyze users' available actions in an intelligent tutoring system with multi-features. Based on the data-driven techniques, Bangalore et al. [33] have built the task structures for task-oriented individual dialogs, which can help classifications of dialog act and task/subtask, as well as the further predictions of them.
Section Summary
Modeling for individual users or user communities, as well as their analyses, can provide comprehensive support not only in improvements of system performance, but also in individualized recommendations and predictions. Research works also pointed out the trend of task-based studies and applications, which can help better understand user behaviors in collaborative works, especially when facing multi-task issues. In this study, we try to find a way to describe and analyze users' learning behaviors and their interactive relationships in a task-oriented collaborative learning process, in order to support information and knowledge sharing in the technologyenhanced social learning environment.
BEHAVIORAL MODELING OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES
In this section, after introducing the modeling of a task-oriented learning process, we describe the concepts of learning action pattern and Goal-driven Learning Group to discover and analyze users' learning behaviors expressed by learning actions, the generation algorithms of them are also discussed respectively.
Definitions of Learning Actions
A series of definitions shall be introduced and defined in order to describe user information behaviors in a task-oriented learning process. Learning action: A learning action is composed of the minimum unit of learning operations. A learning action may consist of a series of learning operations. For example, learning new foreign language words is regarded as a learning action, in which two operations, reciting and handwriting new language words, can be employed for two minimum units of it.
Learning activity: A learning activity is a set of learning actions, which constitute a purposeful learning process with a certain learning action sequence and time span. It is an educational process or procedure intending to motivate learning through actual experience. For example, in a foreign language lesson, a learning activity consists of learning actions-learning new words, new grammars and texts, doing exercises and quizzes. In this situation, the goal of this action sequence is to finish the final quiz. Besides, the sequence of learning actions for a learning activity can be optimized so as to satisfy different target students.
Learning sub-task: A learning sub-task is a set of learning activities toward a certain learning purpose in a specific learning stage. For example, each lesson could be viewed as a learning sub-task in the whole foreign language learning course.
Learning task: A learning task is a set of learning subtasks. It contains all learning action sequences that represent a complete learning process.
Hierarchical Model for Task-Oriented Learning Process
Following the definitions above, a hierarchical model is addressed to interpret the structure and relations in taskoriented learning processes. Generally, as shown in Fig. 1 , a learning course may be divided into several learning tasks with a certain sequence to achieve the final learning purpose. As for each learning task, it shall contain several sub-tasks in different learning stage with a specific sub-purpose. Continuously, in each learning sub-task, a series of learning objectives shall be established in different learning periods for different users, followed by a series of learning activities which are assigned to realize them. Likewise, the learning activity can further be divided into a sequence of learning actions which are composed of the minimum units of the learning operations. In details, they can be recorded as what has been done at what time with the necessary materials for a specific learner. Take a specific English learner for instance, a learning action sequence can be recorded as memorizing new words in early morning, learning English grammar in the morning, and doing exercise in the afternoon.
As for users in a learning course, one learning task may be assigned to a group of users. To pursue the similar learning purpose, users may have some discussions through a web-based communication system, which may generate a number of direct interactions (such as reply, mention) and a variety of indirect interactions (e.g., posts containing similar topics). That is, all these direct and indirect interactions, which may contain users' hidden intentions, can be utilized to analyze user correlations within a learning task during a specific period. Moreover, based on these dynamical relationships calculated among users, the similar learning actions, especially those successful sequences of learning actions, can be shared along with successful learning experience and user-generated social knowledge.
Generation of Learning Action Patterns
The learning action pattern is defined to discover and describe individual users' information behavior patterns within a task-oriented learning process. Therefore, in order to calculate these patterns, the task-oriented learning shall be formalized as follows:
act ¼ fU; O; Lrg: a non-empty set to describe the learning action which is the minimum unit in learning behavior modeling, where U indicates the user whom a specific learning action belongs to, O indicates the concrete operation of this learning action (e.g., submitting a report), and Lr indicates the learning resources that the user U has used to finish this learning action.
Act ¼ < act 1 ; act 2 ; . . . ; act n ; G > : a non-empty set to describe the learning activity, represented as a sequence of learning actions, where act i indicates the learning action that belongs to this learning activity, and G is a special learning action that indicates a goal of this learning action sequence. For example, if G is "start taking a quiz", the < act 1 ; act 2 ; . . . ; act n > indicates a series of learning actions that are performed to prepare for a better outcome of the quiz.
S-Task ¼ < Act 1 ; Act 2 ; . . . ; Act n ; T > : a non-empty set to describe the learning sub-task, represented as a sequence of learning activities, where Act i indicates the learning activity that belongs to this learning sub-task. T indicates a learning stage within the whole learning task, which can also be viewed as an end of time interval. For example, if the whole learning task is an English language learning course, each lesson can be viewed as a STask. Thus T indicates the learning period during this lesson, while < Act 1 ; Act 2 ; . . . ; Act n > indicates the learning activities that are taken for this lesson.
Based on these, the LA-Pattern, which is a sub-sequence of learning actions, can be defined as:
(1)
where < act i > denotes the learning action sequence which tends to constitute a purposeful learning process. w denotes the weight of this LA-Pattern, and specifically, the value indicates the frequency that this segment occurs in a whole learning action sequence (e.g., a learning action sequence generated from a learning sub-task). u denotes the user whom this learning action sequence belongs to. G denotes the learning goal of this sequence. In this way, the LA-Patterns can be viewed as a set of sequential learning behaviors frequently occurring in a specific user's learning action sequence, which intends to complete a certain learning purpose.
The trie [34] , an ordered tree-based structure which can be used to store a dynamic string-like data set, has been well developed and applied in information storing and retrieving. For instance, Iglesias et al. [35] have applied the trie data structure in behavior profile creation and recognition for a computer user. In this study, we employ this treebased data structure to find all the related sub-sequences with their frequency in a given learning action sequence, in order to calculate the weight w of each LA-Pattern. In particular, a certain learning action sequence with its subsequence suffixes which extend to the end of this sequence shall be all inserted into a trie, in order to calculate the frequency of each sub-sequence during the tree building process. For example, if the whole sequence is <A, B, C, D>, three subsequences <B, C, D>, <C, D> and <D> shall also be inserted. In this study, for a specific user, the input set of the learning action sequences shall consist of his/her learning sub-tasks.
Based on these discussed above, two criteria are given to generate the LA-Patterns.
Criteria 1-Basic criteria: Given a pre-defined learning goal set G ¼ fG 1 ; G 2 ; . . . ; G m g, and a sub-sequence q described as < Act 1 ; Act 2 ; . . . ; Act j ; Act n > w u i
, if it satisfies that n > ¼ 2; w > ¼ 2, and Act n 2 G, then q is a LA-Pattern for user u i , which can be described as < act 1 ; act 2 ; . . . ; act j > w u i ! G k . Criteria 2-Incorporation criteria: Given two sequences q 1 : < act 1 ; act 2 ; . . . ; act n > w x u i and q 2 : < act 1 ; act 2 ; . . . ; act m > w y u i for user u i , if they satisfy that w x ¼ w y , and < act 1 ; act 2 ; . . . ; act n > & < act 1 ; act 2 ; . . . ; act m > , then q 1 can be incorporated into q 2 .
The algorithm for LA-Pattern generation based on these two criteria is described in Fig. 2 .
Goal-Driven Grouping Based on LA-Patterns
Following the formalization and generation of LA-Patterns, in order to analyze the similarities in a user community in accordance with each individual user's learning behaviors, we introduce the concept of Goal-driven Learning Group.
Goal-driven Learning Group: a Goal-driven Learning Group is given to model learning behaviors of a certain group of users, who have the same learning goal and similar learning actions according to the LA-Patterns in a specific learning period, which can be formalized as:
where, < act k > denotes the learning action sequence in a specific LA-Pattern, u i denotes the owner of this LA-Pattern, while w i denotes the corresponding weight. G j denotes goal actions representing the learning purpose for this learning group, and T denotes the specific learning period. The Goal-driven Learning Group primarily refers to two portions: users' learning behaviors and the corresponding learning purpose. The former one represents the similarity of learning behaviors among users based on the LA-Patterns, while the latter one indicates the same learning goal that these users try to achieve within a specific learning period.
The learning period can be defined according to different factors and granularities. For instance, according to the curriculum, the learning period can be defined as one course or one lesson, while according to the time, the learning period can be defined as one month, one week, or one day. In each period, a group of users' learning patterns will be first grouped by their different learning purposes which indicate as goal actions, and then be further grouped by calculating the similarity of the corresponding learning action sequence < act k > . That is, users will be assigned into groups according to their same learning purpose and similar learning behaviors. Note that, this process is not a partition, which means one user can be assigned into several Goal-driven Learning Groups. The algorithm to compute the Goaldriven Learning Group is described in Fig. 3 .
Based on these discussed above, it can be viewed as that users in the same learning group may have the most similar learning behaviors when they pursue the same learning goal within a task-oriented learning process. Thus, in order to facilitate their collaboration works to reach better learning efficiency, in our system, we will try to share the information and knowledge among them by recommending a target user with the selected suitable learning actions as the possible further learning guide.
An Example
We consider three users with their learning action sequences to form an input user group as a simple example to demonstrate the generation process of LA-Patterns, as well as Goal-driven Learning Groups based on our algorithms.
Given users u 1 ; u 2 , and u 3 , with their recorded learning action sequences, s 1 ¼ < egiuvgiuvgi > ; s 2 ¼ < uvuvgiuvgi > , and s 3 ¼ < uvgiuvgiuvgigi > in the same period T ¼ one week.
As for user u 1 , using the trie-based algorithm, the subsequences of learning actions with their corresponding frequencies can be calculated as sq u 1 ¼ f < gi > 3 ; < egi > 1 ; < vgi > 2 ; . . .g. Assume the learning purpose is denoted by learning action i, based on Criteria 1, the preliminary learning action pattern set can be calculated as rsq
According to Criteria 2, the sequences < vg > 2 and < uvg > 2 satisfy < vg > & < uvg > , and w vg ¼ w uvg ¼ 2. Thus we combine these two sequences together, and the LA-Pattern set for user u 1 can be calculated as f < g >
Similarly, the patterns for other two users can be calculated as
! ig. Furthermore, the Goal-driven Learning Group for these three users during one week can be calculated as f½ < g > 3; 2; 4 u 1 ;u 2 ;u 3 ; ½ < uvg > 2; 2; 3 u 1 ;u 2 ;u 3 ½i; one weekg.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS FOR USER CORRELATIONS
In this section, we construct a user networking model in order to represent and analyze the user correlations based on users' direct and indirect interactions, which can further facilitate information and knowledge sharing in a task-oriented learning process. 
Building User Networking Model
In our previous study, the so-called dynamically socialized user networking (DSUN) model has been proposed and constructed to discover and represent users' potential profiling and dynamical correlation based on the analysis of social streams [36] , which can be defined and expressed as:
GðU; E; W Þ;
where U ¼ fu 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ; . . . ; u n g: a non-empty set of vertexes in the network, each of which indicates a user in the system. E ¼ fe ij : < u i ; u j > j if correlation exists between u i and u j g: a collection of edges that connect the vertexes in U, which represent all the relationships among every vertex in the network. W ¼ fw ij j if 9e ij 2 Eg: the weight w ij , appending on the corresponding edge, is developed to identify the strength of specific relation between two users. This value is employed to dynamically construct the model. In this study, we apply and refine this model to build a user networking in a learning process, in order to support the calculation of similarity among users. In details, two important factors, users' communication actions and similarities of their posted contents, which indicate direct interactions and indirect interactions among users, are taken into account to build the user networking within a learning process. Thus, Eq. (4) is developed to quantify the value of w ij between two vertexes u i and u j , which denote two related users:
where w ar denotes the relationships based on users' direct communication actions, and w cr denotes the relationships based on similarities of users' posted contents. a and b are the importance coefficients which satisfy a þ b ¼ 1.
The user relationship based on direct interactions, which can be viewed as direct relationship among users, is calculated in accordance with users' direct communications. That is, the value of w ar , ranging from 0 to 1, indicates the interested degree from user u i to user u j based on the direct interaction times during a specific learning period (e.g., reply, mention), which can be quantified as:
where IRðu i ; u j Þ denotes the interaction number from user u i to user u j ; IRðu i Þ denotes the total interaction number of user u i . The user relationship based on indirect interactions, which can be viewed as indirect relationship among users, is calculated in accordance with the similarities of users' posted contents. That is, the intentions hidden in users' posted contents will be taken into consideration, in order to analyze the potential user relationships. Based on our previous study [37] , the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF)-based method is employed to extract users' recent interests hidden in their posted contents. Since users may not always discuss topics about their learning courses in the system, to restrict user relationships within the learning domain in user networking, we provide a set of keywords for each lesson, in order to extract more keywords related to users' learning intentions. Eq. (6) is used to extract keywords that can represent users' intentions more related to a specific lesson in a selected duration d, which can be expressed as:
where C kos ¼ 1; if this keyword exsists in the learning set; 0; otherwise:
&
In Eq. (6), TF ðt i ; d j Þ denotes the frequency of a word t i in a selected duration d j . jDj is the number of all the durations divided from the whole period. ' is the equilibrium coefficient which ranges from 0 to 1.
For each keyword which can represent a specific user's potential intention, we connect those users who post contents related to this keyword with him/her in the user networking according to the weight w cr , which can be quantified as:
where n K denotes the frequency of the keyword that indicates the target user u i 's intention occurring in user u j 's posted contents. M j denotes the total number of user u j 's posted words. Based on these calculations, each extracted keyword calculated by Eq. (6) will represent one of a user's current intentions with its importance indicated by its weight within the current learning period. In this paper, we select one keyword with high importance (weight) as a user's intention and go further to calculate the correlations of contents posted by other users according to this intention using Eq. (7), in order to find those users who can provide information more related to it.
Based on these discussed above, finally, the value of w ij between u i and u j with a specific threshold will determine whether the relation between these two users should be added into the use networking. Furthermore, in this user networking, the edge * u j u i , existing from u j to u i , indicates the direction of the relationship between these two users. That is, in this situation, user u j can be viewed as the benefactor, which means he/she can provide helpful information to user u i in order to support his/her learning purpose. On the contrary, user u i can be viewed as the beneficiary, which means the information from user u j could be useful to user u i in accordance with his/her current intention. The algorithm to build the user networking is given in Fig. 4. 
Measures for User Correlation Analysis
To analyze the correlations according to a specific user's intention in details, we introduce and define a set of measures as follows.
Interest degree: Interest degree is the in-degree of each vertex. That is, the interest degree of each vertex is the number of the arcs that take this vertex as the head, which can be expressed as InD(u).
The interest degree of a specific vertex indicates the number of other users from whom this user may get helpful information related to his/her current intentions. The higher interest degree means the more related information and knowledge this user may obtain.
Popularity degree: Popularity degree is the out-degree of each vertex. That is, the popularity degree of each vertex is the number of the arcs that take this vertex as the tail, which can be expressed as PoD(u).
The popularity degree of a specific vertex indicates the number of other users who may get suitable information related to his/her intentions from this user. The higher popularity degree means the more contribution this user may have.
Following these basic definitions, the following measure is introduced to analyze the correlations among users:
Contribution degree: Contribution degree is the value that reflects the contribution or importance of a vertex u i to other vertexes that it points to, which can be expressed as CoDðu i Þ ¼ P w ij . Based on these, specifically, to calculate the better benefactor u i among users linked to a target user u j , the contribution degree between a pair of users, exactly, from u i to u j , can be quantified as:
Specifically, for a pair of connected vertexes, < u j ; u i > , the weight w ij appending on this edge, as well as the contribution degree of u i are taken account. That is, the value indicates in what degree the user u i can support the user u j in accordance with one of the current intentions. Thus, the correlation calculated based on CoDðu i ; u j Þ can be useful for the user u j to better cope with his/her requirement in this situation, which means it can be applied to identify the most possible user u i who can best support the target user u j .
LEARNING ACTION RECOMMENDATION
In this section, an integrated method is proposed and developed to support a target user with the individualized learning action recommendation based on the analysis of both learning action patterns and user correlations within a taskoriented learning process.
Detection of Goal-Driven Learning Action Patterns
In Section 4, we have demonstrated how to extract the LA-Patterns from an individual, which can represent his/ her personalized learning behaviors, and how to generate the Goal-driven Learning Groups in a user community, which can describe the similarities among a group of users. Based on these, in this section, we go further to discuss how to utilize other users' learning action patterns to support the detection of a specific user's learning behavior patterns, in order to facilitate the learning action recommendation process. Specifically, to detect a specific user's learning behavior patterns toward a specific learning goal, the Goal-driven Learning Group is employed as a given learning action pattern set, which can help model an inputting target user's learning action sequence. That is, for a specific learning goal, we try to find all the matched sub-sequences in a target user's given learning action sequence in accordance with the learning action patterns selected in a Goal-driven Learning Group. For a higher efficiency in this process, the AhoCorasick algorithm [38] , which is one of the famous multistring search algorithms in the pattern matching field, is employed. The algorithm to detect the goal-driven learning action pattern is expressed in Fig. 5 .
Goal-Driven Learning Recommendation Mechanism
As shown in Fig. 6 , both learning behavior pattern and user correlation are considered for the recommendation of learning action in a specific learning period. That is, the learning behavior pattern portion is taken into account of the information behavior factor which has been recorded as learning actions in the log data, while the user correlation portion indicates the interaction factor in both the direct and indirect way among a group of users within a learning course during a specific learning period. In details, the learning action patterns, which are used to describe the users' learning behaviors in both the individual and collective way, can be extracted in accordance with different learning goals. Meanwhile, the user networking model can be constructed to represent users' potential and dynamical relationships based on the communication actions and posted contents, in which the specific correlations between the target user and other users can be further analyzed and extracted. Moreover, considering the detected goal-driven learning action patterns of a target user, three important weights: the weight which indicates the frequency of a LA-Pattern in a Goal-driven Learning Group, the weight which describes the users' relationships in the user networking model, and the weight which indicates the frequency of a detected goaldriven learning action pattern from the target user, can be used together to figure out the most suitable learning action from those similar users, which can be provided as the next learning step to serve the target user's specific learning purpose. Note that each recommended learning action refers to a target user for a specific learning goal within a selected learning period (e.g., one week for a lesson), which means the learning action we recommended is a specific action (e.g., view learning content regarding to the current lesson) following the current instructions, but not the generic action which will be suitable for the whole semester. The formula to calculate the similar users is expressed as follows:
where, w GP DP i ; u j À Á ¼
In Eq. (9), w DP denotes the frequency-based weight for a detected goal-driven learning action pattern of the target user, w GP ðDP i ; u j Þ denotes the frequency-based weight for a LA-Pattern of user u j in a Goal-driven Learning Group, CoD u j ; u i À Á denotes the contribution degree calculated from the user networking model, and v in the denominator is used for the normalization with a default value of 2. For a target user u i with the final learning action act u i in a given learning action sequence, Eq. (10) is used to calculate the weights of a set of learning actions that are selected from those similar users, which may further be inferred as the possible next learning actions:
where, w na i denotes the frequency-based weight of a learning action generated by those similar users, following the learning action act u i . That is, the learning actions with a higher weight will be recommended to the target user as the next learning action. The recommendation algorithm is described in Fig. 7 .
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In this section, after introducing the architecture of the implemented system, we show and discuss the experiment results in accordance with the analysis of learning behavior and user networking model respectively, in order to explain their practicability and usefulness. Based on these, the evaluation results are given to demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of our proposed method.
System Architecture
The architecture for the individualized learning action recommendation is shown in Fig. 8 . This system consists of seven major components: Learning Action Pattern Analyzer, Goal-driven Learning Group Generator, User Interaction Analyzer, User Intention Analyzer & extractor, User Networking Builder, User Correlation Analyzer, and Individualized Action Recommender. As for the user information behavior analysis, the learning action pattern analyzer is used to calculate the LA-Patterns according to the analysis of learning behaviors described by learning actions which are generated in a specific learning course and stored in the Access Logs. The Goal-driven Learning Group Generator is employed to divide the users into several Goal-driven Learning Groups based on the similarity analysis of LA-Patterns. On the other hand, to calculate user correlations, the User Interaction Analyzer is integrated to compute users' direct communication behaviors, while the User Intention Analyzer & Extractor is responsible for the analysis and extraction of users' potential intentions. Based on these two modules, User Networking Builder can construct the user networking model, which can be further applied to figure out the correlations among the target user and other users. By the Individualized Action Recommender, after comparing a list of potential learning actions, the most possible next learning actions can be calculated as a feedback sent to the target user, which can benefit the action recommendation process among similar users. Finally, the Learning Action Management System (LAMS) manages all the learning actions and controls the whole recommendation process in this system.
We assume that there are no deviant users in our system, which means all users have used our system normally and generated no spam or irrelevant learning actions. Given that the assumption holds, we can ensure that all patterns contributed by learning action sequences are practicable and usable.
Experimental Analyses and Discussions
LA-Pattern Analysis Result
In this study, as shown in Table 1 , we define totally 18 kinds of learning actions in our Moodle-based learning system. In order to facilitate the description in the following sections, we use 18 letters to represent them, which are also shown in Table 1 .
Totally, 57 users have used this learning system, and 12,066 learning actions have been generated, in which, 13 kinds of learning actions have been generated among 18 kinds in total. In details, the learning action type u, view an assignment, containing 4,465 learning action records, is the most frequently used learning action, while the learning action type k, delete report in forum, containing only six learning action records, seems rarely to be used by users.
In our system, one course consists of 15 lessons. As for requirement, each student should conduct at least four actions for each lesson. Considering the absence, usually, a student should generate more than 60 actions to finish one course if not absent from a lesson. On the contrary, a student who generates too many actions (e.g., 600 actions) can be considered as a special case. In average, students generate 211 actions, and nearly four users generated less than 50 actions, which are 7, 35, 41 and 48 actions, while three users generated over 400 actions, which are 465, 668, and 732 actions.
As discussed in Section 3, LA-Patterns are a series of subsequences of the whole learning action sequence, which end with some special learning actions as the learning goals. That is, the learning action with the characteristics that can be viewed as a specific learning purpose will be selected as the goal action manually. Thus, according to the classification of learning actions (see Table 1 ), in this study, we predefine the following learning actions: i (upload report in forum), j (update report in forum), p (start taking a quiz), q (refresh a quiz result), r (submit quiz result), v (upload a finished assignment), to compose the learning goal set G ¼ fi; j; p; q; r; vg, which leads to six Goal-driven Learning Groups based on the similarity of LA-Patterns. That is, we consider the learning action sequences ending with these learning actions in set G to generate LA-Patterns and Goaldriven Learning Groups as well.
For each user in one lesson, the learning actions sequence generated following the timeline composes an S-Task. All these S-Tasks will be used to extract the learning action subsequences which may become the LA-Patterns. Accordingly, according to Criteria 1-basic criteria, 838 learning action subsequences have been extracted, which can be categorized into six major types in details: i contains 215, j contains 1, p contains 29, q contains 78, r contains 49, and v contains 466, respectively. Consequentially, according to Criteria 2-incorporation criteria, after incorporating these learning action sub-sequences containing each user, the six types of LA-Patterns, have been refined to 183, 1, 24, 51, 37, and 359, respectively. Finally, we have obtained totally 655 LA-Patterns from more than 10,000 learning actions, which can be further assigned into six Goal-driven Learning Groups.
We further analyzed the features of each pattern according to two important factors: the frequency a certain pattern occurs in all users' learning action sequences, and the number of users who have conducted a certain pattern. Based on the statistics results, in each learning group, the patterns can be divided into three categories: regular, repetitious and noise, which are shown in Fig. 9 . More detailed descriptions are given as follows:
Regular patterns indicate these patterns that have no repeated action element in the sequence, which means each learning action in this pattern is unique. Repetitious patterns indicate these patterns that have repeated action elements in the sequence, which means there is at least one learning action that has been done at least twice in this pattern. Noise patterns indicate these patterns that are abnormal, which may be not correct or should not be recommended. Note that only patterns in group-v and patterns in groupp contain some noise patterns, which is less than 2 percent among all patterns.
Based on these analyses, we can induce some useful insights as follows.
Generally, the shorter patterns may contain more users with higher frequency. For example, the gi in group-i, op in group-p and uv in group-v, which occupy nearly half in each group. These patterns can be viewed as a kind of common-use patterns or shortest patterns to complete a certain learning purpose. However, on the other hand, it does not mean only those patterns used by more users with higher frequency are useful. Moreover, some potential information (e.g., similarities among a small group of users) can be discovered and utilized from those patterns in spite of lower frequency. For instance, according to the patterns: < uvuvuvvuvuvuv > ; < uvuvuvvuvuvuvuv > ; < uvuvuvvuvuvuvuvuv > ; there are always three users: User u 15 , User u 25 and User u 27 , in these patterns. It indicates that these three users may have a sort of behavior similarities to achieve the same learning goal: upload a finished assignment. Thus, more related information should be shared within them to pursue higher learning efficiency.
Furthermore, as for the categories, regular, repetitious and noise, in each Goal-driven Learning Group, holding the assumption in Section 6.1, the regular patterns can be viewed as basic patterns, which provide users with some basic steps as references to complete a certain learning goal, such as ghi in group-i, opqr in group-r and euv in group-v. The noise patterns refer to those patterns with none-recommended or incorrect sequence, such as vueuv in group-v and qrop in group-p. In these two groups respectively, we assume that in a well-defined LA-Pattern, learning action v cannot occur before u, and learning action q cannot occur before p, which means users should not upload a finished assignment before viewing it and users cannot redo a quiz before starting it. The repetitious patterns can be viewed as a positive means to better complete a certain learning purpose. Moreover, the so-called repeated factor can be extracted to facilitate the further learning action recommendation process. For instance, the sub-sequence eoq, which occurs multi-times in group-q, can become the repeated factor for this group. Then in the following recommendation process, when the learning action e is recommended to a specific user to refresh a quiz result, learning actions o and q can also be recommended to him/her. Basically, our proposed methods mainly concentrate on the calculation of frequency of learning action sequences, rather than the meaning of each sequence. That is why some noise patterns have been extracted. However, the results discussed above certify that most of the LA-Patterns we extracted are meaningful and useful. We mainly employed the frequency factor in the following recommendation process, and considered the meaning of each pattern as the secondary factor to calculate the weight of each learning action.
User Correlation Analysis Result
Our learning system provides a discussion forum to allow both the students and the instructors to interact with each other asynchronously. That is, users can ask questions, discuss with the instructor and/or other students at any time. In this situation, we collect users' posts and record their direct interactions in our system to construct the user networking model, and further conduct the user correlation analysis, in order to improve the recommendation results.
The Yahoo API 1 (Japanese language morphological analysis), which can analyze the property of each keyword, as well as their frequencies, has been employed for the Japanese word segmentation process. To facilitate the following analysis, we only select the nouns from users' posts as keywords. Finally, 294 nouns have been extracted to represent in part the users' intentions.
As discussed in Section 4, we set one week as the learning period T in terms of one lesson for the course to build the user networking. According to the calculation for the weight K for each keyword, in this study, we select the keyword with the highest weight to represent each user's intention, for instance, the keyword to represent User u 16 's intention is "OS". Then following Eq. (4), Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), where a ¼ b ¼ 0:5, which means we assume that both of the two kinds of relationships considered in this study have the same importance, we obtain the weight w ij for a pair of users. The average weight, w ij ¼ 0:21, has been used as the threshold d.
Totally, 518 connections have been constructed among 57 users to represent their relationships in this lesson based on their direct and indirect interactions. Generally, in this user networking model, the more connections means the better interactions among users, which may lead to better collaboration works and better learning efficiency.
In average, each user has nearly nine relationships with others. We further give some statistics data in accordance with the interest degree and popularity degree. As shown in Figs. 10 CoDðu 28 Þ ¼ 7:1296, which means these three users contribute to others more during this week and can be viewed as the foundational vertexes to provide information in this user networking model. On the other hand, the minimum value of each degree is 0 from User u 27 , which means under this threshold, this vertex can get no relations with others.
We utilize these basic measures to serve the correlation analysis between two users. Fig. 12 shows an image of users' dynamical correlations. That is, take a specific User u 16 , for example, in a selected learning period, say one week for a lesson, comparing with other two leaning periods ("Previous" and "Next"), in the current stage, 15 users have been involved from the user networking to construct the correlations with him/her, where the length of each edge indicates the weight of correlations between them. The detail analysis results for the current stage are shown in Table 2 .
Evaluation
Based on these discussed above, the results of both LA-Patterns and user correlations are utilized for the final learning action recommendation. 
TABLE 2 Results of Correlation Analysis for a Specific User
For instance, in the situation discussed in Section 5.1, given User u 16 with his/her recorded learning action sequence,
assume the learning goal is i (upload report in forum), according to the algorithm shown in Fig. 5 , the calculated goal-driven learning action pattern set is
For other users, based on the analysis in the Goal-driven Learning Group-i, their frequency-based weights of each LA-Pattern, for example, < uvgi > 2; 2; 2; 3 u 32 ;u 41 ;u 48 ;u 67
, together with the frequency-based pattern weight of User u 16 , can be used to figure out the similarity between two users according to their learning behaviors.
Furthermore, according to the user correlation analysis results which have been shown in Table 2 (the weights of users who are not listed in the table will be set to 0), and considering that the user behavior patterns and user correlations have the same influence in the learning action recommendation process, we set g to be 0.5 in Eq. (9) . Finally, following Eq. (9) and Eq. (10), the learning actions with the top three weights will become the recommendation results for User u 16 as the possible next learning step after learning action g (view posts in forum) in this learning period, which are learning action u (view an assignment) with 0.36, h (discuss in forum) with 0.31 and e (view learning content) with 0.12.
In order to evaluate the usefulness of recommendation results, other 19 users have been selected to conduct the recommendation process mentioned above. To each user, we recommend them with three learning actions sequentially in accordance with their weight-based rankings. Finally, totally 60 learning actions are selected and provided to these 20 users respectively as their recommended next learning steps. Besides, in order to evaluate the recommendation results, the likert scale-based questionnaire, which is the most widely used approach to scaling responses in the survey research [39] , is given to classify and demonstrate the usefulness of the recommendations, where the subject will be asked to rate the recommendation results in the likert scales varying from "Very good", "Good", "Fair", and "Not good". For the fairness, the instructor of this course was asked to conduct the evaluations and grade the recommended learning actions according to the four scales. The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 13 . In addition to the recommendation results, these 20 users' original decisions are graded to make the comparisons.
Basically, 95 percent of the recommended actions are considered as effective recommendations (among "Very good", "Good" and "Fair"). Moreover, comparing with users' original actions, over half of the recommended actions are "Good" which would lead to a high learning efficiency, while nearly half of users' original actions are "Fair" which would result in a low learning efficiency. In details, 25 percent recommended actions are "Very good" and 51.7 percent "Good", which can be considered to be efficient and useful, while only 6.7 percent users' actions are "Very good" and 29.7 percent "Good". On the contrary, less than 5 percent recommended actions are considered as unfavorable results, while users have made nearly 17.6 percent unfavorable decisions without the recommendations.
In addition to comparing the number of recommended actions with the number of users' original actions, the rankings of the recommendation results and the original actions of 20 users, are taken into account for the further comparisons. That is, the user's own decisions, which are sorted by their frequencies and ranked in a sequence, are employed to compare with the recommendation results sequence sorted by their weights. The comparison results are categorized into "Higher", "Same", "Lower", and "Extra", which indicates whether the ranking of recommended actions is higher, same, lower, comparing with the rankings of users' original decisions, or the recommendation results are even new actions which have not occurred in users' decision sequences.
Based on these, in each category, we employ the four scales mentioned above to give the assessment for each learning action. That is, when a recommended learning action is assigned to "Very good", and has a "Higher" ranking than user's original decision, it means this user's choice is not good enough. And if this user follows this suggestion, he/she may achieve a better score with a higher efficiency. Thus, following this comparison, we can further demonstrate the effectiveness of our recommendation results which can better assist users' decision-making to pursue a better learning efficiency.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 14, 42 percent recommended actions achieve a higher ranking, while 25 percent hold their rankings as same as users' original ones. Besides, 18 percent actions' ranking decline, and 15 percent are new actions.
We give the following discussions as further analysis, 1. Among the "Higher" recommended actions, the efficient actions reach to nearly 96 percent (both "Very good" and "Good"). Moreover, 36 percent of them are "Very good" which means by following these steps, the users can achieve their learning purpose in a more efficient way. 2. Among the "Lower" recommended actions, the most actions are the "Fair" and "Not good" actions (totally nearly 64 percent), which means according to these suggestions, the users can rearrange or drop those unfavorable actions which may not be suitable for their current learning goal, in order to avoid an inefficient learning style. 3. As for the "Extra" recommended actions, which are new actions not in users' original decision sequence, over 88 percent of them are efficient actions (both "Very good" and "Good"). These actions can be viewed as new perspectives to provide the users with more adaptive learning actions, in order to better pursue the learning purpose in a positive way. According to the comparisons discussed above, in order to illuminate the value of our recommendation more clearly, a weighted matrix is designed for the score-based assessment, which is shown in Table 3 . That is, each recommended action will be assigned an additional weight (score) in accordance with the usefulness ("Very good", "Good", "Fair" and "Not good") and effectiveness ("Higher", "Same", "Lower" and "Extra") analysis.
Finally, for each category of recommended actions, "Very good" scored totally 22 points, while "Good" scored 17, "Fair" scored 4, and "Not good" scored 2. For a clear illustration, the assessment results are shown in percentagewise in Fig. 15 .
As a summary, all these results discussed above show that our recommendation method are practicable, and can effectively guide users to pursue their learning purposes in the task-oriented collaborative learning process.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have presented an integrated method to model, discover and analyze users' learning behavior patterns and interaction-based correlations for the goaldriven learning action recommendations in a task-oriented learning process, in order to support the social knowledge delivery and task-oriented learning collaboration in the web-based learning environment. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
First, we have introduced a hierarchical model for the task-oriented collaborative learning process, in which the relationships among learning actions, learning activities, learning sub-tasks and learning tasks are described within a user community in an abstract level. Based on these, the LA-Pattern was proposed to discover and represent an individual user's learning behavior patterns which are described by the sequences of learning actions with their frequencies. Furthermore, the Goal-driven Learning Group was proposed to model a group of users' learning behaviors categorized by different learning goals, in order to analyze the similarities among users in terms of learning behavior patterns. Two algorithms were developed to generate the LA-Pattern and Goal-driven Learning Group respectively. The experimental results have demonstrated that the LA-Patterns extracted by our algorithm can correctly describe the users' learning behaviors, and the further analysis based on the Goaldriven Learning Groups also showed that our method could be applied to frequency-based learning pattern recognition and categorization according to different learning goals, which can benefit the task-oriented learning behavior analysis with high usability and practicability.
Second, following our previous study, we have developed and refined a user networking model to describe users' time-varying relationships in accordance with their interactions in the collaborative learning process. A TFIDFbased method was proposed to extracted keywords from the users' posted contents in order to capture their intentions and requirements within the learning domain. An algorithm was developed to construct the user networking model, which has taken account of both direct and indirect interactions among users. Based on these, a set of measures were introduced and defined to calculate and analyze users' correlations according to their learning requirements. The structural analysis based on the experiments showed that our user networking model could well represent users' relationships within an appointed learning period. And for a specific user, the proposed measures can effectively figure out all the users related to him/her, as well as their ranked correlations.
Finally, a goal-driven learning recommendation mechanism has been developed to utilize the LA-Patterns and Table 3 .
user correlations, in order to recommend the suitable learning actions to users as their next adaptive learning steps, which are expected to help users to complete a specific learning goal in a more efficient way. The evaluations based on the empirical results demonstrated the usefulness and effectiveness of our proposed recommendation method, which can support and facilitate the task-oriented collaborative learning process.
However, there are some limitations. First, the learning actions are required to be pre-defined by the instructor in a learning system, which also limit the scale of the discovery of learning patterns. Second, since the indirect interactions to user correlations rely heavily on the keyword extraction process, the different precisions may lead to different results.
As for the future work, in addition to overcome the limitations mentioned above, the recommendation mechanism will be improved in order to fit the uncertain learning purpose and situation and automatically identify a user's learning goal. More experiments will be conducted to optimize the coefficients in the equations we proposed, in order to better adjust the weights of each factor to find the more suitable recommendations. We will also try to refine the learning action patterns and improve the algorithms to continuously deal with the emerging challenges in the enhanced social learning environments.
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